
The secure, internet-based whistleblowing system for your company 



SecuReveal offers the highest standards  
of data security with ISO 27001 certified  
data centres

SecuReveal is adapted to your organisation’s 
individual compliance code. It only allows 
messages that meet your guidelines

SecuReveal is user-friendly 

SecuReveal allows a direct, anonymous 
communication between whistleblower  
and compliance officer

SecuReveal is multilingual and suitable for 
use in international corporations

Data is stored in the EU

SecuReveal is a software-as-a-service 
solution. It is immediately executable with 
minimal implementation

Project management allows case-related 
and system-secured communication
and processing of information according 
to specific cases

To ensure active compliance management, you need a reliable whistleblowing system  
where data security and confidentiality have top priority
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Your clients and customers trust you 
with their success, and your employees 
trust you to keep the workplace open 
and honest. 

Your stakeholders expect you to 
manage risk and conform to the letter 
of the law. By taking steps to ensure 
your credibility, you safeguard your 
reputation and the future of 
your business.

Company-specific software

Self-contained system for internal 
communication and data exchange 
independent of company IT

Adaptation to corporate design, 
compliance code and code of conduct

Access only for compliance officers or 
the equivalent

Online reporting 24/7 

Prevention of criminal prosecution, 
damage to reputation and financial loss 

“One-stop-shop” - concept – expertise 
of Wolf Theiss lawyers in data 
protection and employment  
related issues

Your company’s success Protect it with SecuReveal



Compliance officers 
confirm positive impact

Anonymous reporting of compliance violations 
raises awareness and ensures an appropriate 
reaction by the management – employees 
regard this as fair.

Training and clear communication within the 
company creates awareness of compliance 
issues. The whistleblower software allows and 
facilitates compliance.



Public Interface: 
for whistleblowers

SecuReveal provides highest anonymity. 
The whistleblower is not traceable and  
thus remains protected.
 
Whistleblowers create reports that meet 
your predefined compliance guidelines. 



SecuReveal documents incoming reports in 
a clear format. Each report can be individually 
assigned to the responsible compliance officer. 

The secured chat function allows a dialog 
between whistleblower and compliance officer.

Compliance Cockpit: 
for compliance officers



You can rely on RBS Responsible Business 
Solutions GmbH to help you design an active 
compliance management system.
 
We are specialized in supporting companies 
in all aspects of compliance management.



RBS 
Responsible Business Solutions GmbH
Hegelgasse 13
1010 Vienna, Austria

www.secureveal.com

SecuReveal is your software-based whistleblowing system that meets the highest standards of cost-efficiency and 
technology. Violations of company compliance codes can be easily reported, securely handled and solved by the company.

As a subsidiary of Wolf Theiss Attorneys at Law, we offer international legal expertise.  
Our lawyers can support you in all legal matters relating to compliance. 
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